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1. Introduction

Computational resources such as fast algorithms, fast processors and multi-processor computers together provide anunprecedented opportunity to solve many large scale problems of fundamental, industrial, defense and security intereststhat were impossible previously. Moreover, each of these computational resources on its own has the potential toprovide solutions at levels of accuracy and details that were hitherto unimaginable. Such solutions allow scientists tobetter understand many fundamental processes, engineers to better design many processes; e.g., design of aircrafts, cars,turbines, catheters, medical imaging tools, security related finger-print and face recognition tools, unidentified objectdetection tools for exploration, medical and security purposes. Realization of all these exciting possibilities requiresresearch and training of personnel in many areas including applied and computational mathematics, fast methods, andscientific computation. Over last few decades of extensive dedicated research efforts in this direction by many haveresulted in various methods and algorithms producing solutions of varying accuracy and details. However, overall
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principle of all these methods hinges on the following concept: discrete representation of a domain in which thesolution is sought and some sort of discrete approximation of the differential or equivalent integral operators whichinvolves approximate representation of solution of the partial differential equations. The systems of nonlinear discreteequations arising from this process are solved these days by a variety of direct and iterative methods whose choice isdictated by many factors including accuracy, resolution, computational complexity, type and number of processors, easeof implementation, and so on. Consideration of these and many other steps laid out in a logical fashion for the purposeof encapsulation into programs lead to algorithms. Implementation of these algorithms generate software tools of a wideranging capabilities: from simple to modest to advanced.The fast algorithms and associated modular serial and parallel software that we have developed so far can currently solve
separable elliptic problems involving constant coefficient operators in two-dimension [3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13]. However, inproblems where the constant coefficient or the inhomogeneous terms have highly varying local features or multi-scalefeatures, high order accurate and modified versions of the fast algorithms that use non-uniform grids are needed. Suchmodifications are highly non-trivial because our existing algorithms are based on analysis on uniform grid. Extending the
analysis behind our fast algorithm from uniform grid to non-uniform grid is a topic of current research. Also extendingthe analysis to the case of non-separable equations is a real challenge and success here will have impact in manyareas.Our analysis based fast algorithms described in the next section are different from many numerical algorithms that resultfrom the discretization of integral representation of solutions of such elliptic partial differential equations (see [15–21]).Below, we briefly review some of our recent studies on the development of analysis based fast and accurate algorithmsand their applications to some areas.
2. Application area driven need of an accurate algorithm

During the course of solving some applied problems, it is not so uncommon at times to realize that accurate, reliableand efficient algorithms are needed but not available. This creates the need for the development of application drivenfast algorithms. Consider the application area of inverse design of airfoils (the cross section of the wing of an aircraft) incompressible flows from the pressure data on the as yet unknown airfoil surface as a function of the arclength parameter.This is a classic problem which comes up in aerospace industry. In Daripa [8] a new method, which is very accurate andvery fast, for solving this problem was proposed for the first time. Some details on this follow.The appropriate equations of fluid flow for this problem are given by the following nonlinear system of partial differentialequations:
∇ · (ρ ⇀q) = 0, ∇× ⇀q= 0, p = Cργ .The variables ⇀q, ρ and p are respectively velocity, density and pressure. However, this system is not suitable for inversedesign and requires some ingenious techniques. In Daripa [8], it was shown that for design purpose a hierarchy oftransformations of these equations involving different variables and domains is needed. This process transforms theabove system into the following Beltrami equation in the unit disk in complex plane parameterized by σ .

τσ = χτσ , χ = µ(ωσ )
ωσ

.

This formulation turns out to be the most natural and suitable formulation for the inverse design of subcritical airfoils.Here the complex unknown τ is related to the speed and the flow angle, σ is the complex plane and µ depends on Machnumber and so on. In Daripa [8], a fast method for solving the above Beltrami equation was proposed by writing thesolution in terms of Green’s function of the operator. To better expose the challenges, consider the following simplerproblem of solving uz = f , where f satisfies a Hölder condition with exponent α in a disk Ω: |z| < 1. It is well known,see [8], that a solution procedure for this equation involves Cauchy transform T1f and Beurling transform T2f which arerespectively defined by
T1f(z) = − 1

π

∫∫
Ω
f(ζ)
ζ − z dξ dη, T2f(z) = − 1

π

∫∫
Ω

f(ζ)(ζ − z)2 dξ dη, (1)
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where ζ = ξ + iη. The above two integrals have singular kernels. Accurate and efficient evaluation of these integralsis at the heart of the problem of developing fast and accurate methods for solving the inverse problem. In [8], theseintegrals were evaluated by quadrature rules which were required in the design process.
3. Application driven birth of an accurate and fast algorithm

The recognition that the integral transforms (1)1 and (1)2, even though singular, are of convolution type and the functionsin the kernel are periodic in the azimuthal direction allows analysis of these transforms using theory of single complexvariable. At the end of this analysis, a nice beautiful easy-to-use accurate, fast, and inherently parallelizable algorithmfor fast evaluation of the singular integrals arises. This analysis is briefly presented below; see Daripa [9].
3.1. Mathematical foundation of the algorithm

In this section we outline the theory needed to construct an efficient and accurate algorithm for evaluation of thesesingular integrals [10]. Below, we discuss the evaluation of Cauchy transform T1 only because evaluation of the Beurlingtransform T2 is similar and will not be discussed here. In the following we use the notations Ωr : |σ | ≤ r < 1, Ωr̄ : Ω\Ωr ,and Ωij : ri ≤ |σ | ≤ rj . The following theorem is crucial for the later development and evolution of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.1.
The particular solution of uσ̄ = f(σ ) is the Cauchy transform T1f(σ ) of f . With σ = reiα , the Cauchy transform T1(σ ) can
be written as

T1f(σ ) = ∞∑
n=−∞ cn(r)einα (2)

where

cn(r) =


1
π

∫∫
Ωr
f(ζ)
ζ

(
r
ζ

)n
dξ dη if n < 0,

− 1
π

∫∫
Ωr̄
f(ζ)
ζ

(
r
ζ

)n
dξ dη if n ≥ 0. (3)

The proof of this theorem can be found in Daripa [10]. The fast algorithm makes use of the following corollaries of thistheorem.
Corollary 3.2.
Suppose that ζ = ρeiθ and f(ζ) has Fourier coefficients fn(ρ), then it easily follows that the coefficients cn(r) in (3) can
be written as

cn(r) =


2∫ r

0 fn+1(ρ)( rρ
)n

dρ if n < 0,
−2∫ 1

r
fn+1(ρ)( rρ

)n
dρ if n ≥ 0. (4)

Corollary 3.3.
It follows directly from (4) that cn(1) = 0 for n ≥ 0, cn(0) = 0 for all n 6= 0. It also follows from the Fourier expansion of
f(ζ) that fn(0) = 0 for n 6= 0, and f0(0) = f(0).
Corollary 3.4.
Let rj > ri. Define

cijn = 2∫ rj

ri
fn+1(ρ)(Rρ

)n
dρ, (5)
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where

R = {ri if n ≥ 0,
rj if n < 0.

After some algebraic manipulation it follows

cn(rj ) = ( rjri
)n
cn(ri) + cjin , n < 0, (6)

and
cn(ri) = ( rirj

)n
cn(rj )− cijn , n ≥ 0. (7)

Corollary 3.5.
Let 0 = r1 < r2 < r3 < · · · < rM = 1. It follows from recursive applications of (6) and (7) and from using Corollary 3.3
that

cn(rl) =


l∑
i=2
(
rl
ri

)n
ci−1,i
n for n < 0 and l = 2, . . . ,M,

−
M−1∑
i=l
(
rl
ri

)n
ci,i+1
n for n ≥ 0 and l = 1, . . . ,M − 1.

3.2. The fast algorithm

We construct the fast algorithm based on the theory given above. The unit disk is discretized using M×N lattice pointswith M equidistant points in the radial direction and N equidistant points in the circular direction.
Initialization

Choose M and N. Define K = N/2.
Step 1

For l ∈ [1,M] and n ∈ [−K+1, K ], compute the Fourier coefficients fn(rl) of f(ζ) from the known values of f(ζ = rje2πik/N),
j = 1, . . . ,M, k = 1, . . . , N.
Step 2

Compute ci,i+1
n , i ∈ [1,M − 1], for n ∈ [−K,K − 1] using (5).

Step 3

Compute the Fourier coefficients cn(rl) n ∈ [−K,K − 1], l ∈ [1,M] using the relations (6) and (7).
Step 4

Finally compute up(σ = rje2πik/N), j ∈ [1,M], k ∈ [1, N], using a truncated version of (2).Figure 1 shows the grid and complexity of the algorithm. This problem is also important because of the following reasons.
f(rj ) O(MN log2N)FFT // fn(rj ) O(MN)

C i,i+1
n

/ / Cn(rj ) O(MN log2N)inverse FFT // T1f(rj )
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Figure 1. Grid for the fast algorithm

• Complexity: O(MN log2N).
• O

(
N2 log2N) for N2 points implies O(log2N) per point.

We see that this algorithm is based on some recursive relations in Fourier space together with FFT (fast Fouriertransform). The resulting method has theoretical computational complexity O
(
N2 log2N) or equivalently O(log2N) perpoint which represents substantial savings in computational time when compared with quadrature rules. Furthermore,results are more accurate because the algorithm is based on exact analysis. Additionally, recursive nature of theevaluation of the coefficients above offers good parallelization opportunities and a lower computational complexity whencompared with methods based on quadrature rules. In Borges and Daripa [6], we have developed a parallel version ofthe fast algorithm by redefining the inherently sequential recurrences present in the original sequential formulation.The parallel version utilizes only a linear neighbor-to-neighbor communication path which makes the algorithm verysuitable for any distributed memory architecture. Numerical results and theoretical estimates reported there show goodparallel scalability of the algorithm.In Daripa and Mashat [12], the above fast algorithm has been extended for arbitrary operator Tm (m an integer) withinthe unit disk with possibility of applications to hyper-singular integrals. This operator is defined as

Tmf(σ ) = − 1
π

∫∫
B(0;1)

f(ζ)(ζ − σ )m dξ dη, ζ = ξ + iη,

where f is a complex valued function of σ defined on B(0; 1) = {z : |z| < 1}, for a suitable positive integer m.
4. Application, extension, transformation and evolution of the fast algorithm

These fast and accurate algorithms for these singular integral transforms have been encapsulated into software byDaripa and some of his past collaborators. These algorithms and the associated software have been validated on manytest problems details of which can be found in Daripa [9]. The software has the scope of applications to a variety oftwo-dimensional problems. We have used/applied the concepts and the algorithms and associated software to followingproblems: (i) solving the Beltrami equation and quasi-conformal mapping problems (see Section 4.1); (ii) developingparallel algorithms (see Section 4.2); (iii) developing similar serial and parallel fast algorithms for solving separableelliptic problems in R2 in regular domains (see Section 4.3); (iv) applying to solving bio-fluid mechanics problems(see Section 4.4); (v) developing fast algorithms for solving separable elliptic problems in irregular domains in R2 (seeSection 5). Other investigators have applied these ideas and our algorithms to solving inverse conductivity problems,see [14, 23], and two-dimensional density estimation using smooth invertible transformation [1] in R2.
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4.1. Solving the Beltrami equation and quasiconformal mapping

The fast algorithms and the software for solving the Beltrami equation within unit disk have applications in a varietyof areas as it is. In addition to solving the problem of inverse airfoil design which motivated the development, thealgorithms and software have been applied to quasi-conformal mappings [9, 10, 12, 13] of simply and doubly connecteddomains. In both of these numerical methods, use of our algorithms for fast evaluation of Cauchy and Beurling transformsis essential. An iterative algorithm has been developed in Daripa [10] and Daripa & Mashat [13] for simply-connectedand doubly-connected domains respectively. In these papers, an iterative algorithm which uses the fast algorithms forsingular integrals in each iteration has been presented. We do not have space in this paper to present this complicatedalgorithm. In Figures 2 and 3, some quasi-conformal grids generated this way for simply and doubly connected domainsare shown respectively. These figures are taken from [10] and Daripa & Mashat [13].

Figure 2. Quasi-conformal mapping of a simply connected domain: grids generated by quasi-conformal mapping around a perturbed circle;
the figure on the right shows dilatation.

4.2. Parallel implementation

The algorithm presented in Section 4.1 above is not only fast but inherently parallel. The identification of intrinsicparallelism in the method leads to our choice for data partitioning [22]. Therefore, we have developed a fast parallelversion of the algorithm of Section 4.2. The fast parallel algorithm employs two groups of Fourier transforms whichcan be evaluated independently for each fixed radius rl. Consequently their computations can be performed in parallel.Since each FFT usually engages lengthy computations, the computational granularity of each processor will be largeand therefore very well suited for MIMD architectures. Negative effects resulting from communication delays in a MIMDcomputer can be minimized by an efficient implementation. Mechanisms to reduce communication delays on message-passing architectures include evenly distributed load balancing between processors, overlapping of communication andcomputations, reduced message lengths, and reduced frequency in exchanging messages. Often the above mechanismsare conflicting and, in practice, a trade-off will define an efficient implementation. We have addressed these and manyother issues in detail in Borges and Daripa [6]. We have analyzed the parallel algorithm also in detail there providingcomplexity of the stream-based parallel algorithm among many others. Below we show some self-explanatory figuresthat are discussed in detail in Borges and Daripa [6]. Figure 4 presents the message distribution and message passingstrategy in the algorithm. Figure 5 summarizes the coordination scheme to minimize delays due to interprocessorcommunication. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the speedups of parallel implementation with various processors. Fordetails, see Borges and Daripa [6].
4.3. Fast algorithms for separable elliptic equations in the real plane R2
Our discussion so far involved the fast algorithms for evaluation of singular integrals in the unit disk in the complexplane. This naturally involves theory of single complex variables in their derivation as well as in the choice of appliedproblems as we have seen above in the context of inverse design and quasi-conformal mapping. However, it turns outthat an analogous analysis can be developed for fast evaluation of singular integrals in R2. Such singular integrals
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Figure 3. Quasi-conformal mapping of a doubly connected domain: grids generated by a quasi-conformal mapping of some doubly connected
domains.

arise naturally in solving separable elliptic equations in R2 using Green’s function approach. Therefore, similar fastalgorithms have been developed for solving Dirichlet and Neumann problems involving the Poisson equation within disksand concentric annular regions; see Borges and Daripa [7]. We briefly outline below the algorithm from this paper.Consider the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation{∆u = f in B,
u = g on ∂B, (8)
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Figure 4. Message distribution in the algorithm. Two streams of neighbor-to-neighbor messages cross communication channels simultaneously.

Figure 5. Coordination scheme to minimize delays due to interprocessor communication. The middle processor (MP) plays a key role to forward
the positive stream to the first half of processors (FP) and to forward the negative stream to the second half of processors (SP).

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Modified speedups S[20] for 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 processors: (a) for variable number of radial grid points M = 600, 1200 and 2400, with

N = 512 fixed; (b) for variable number of angular grid points N = 512, 1024 and 2048, with M = 600 fixed.
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where B = B(0, R) = {x ∈ R2 : |x| < R}. Specifically, let v satisfy
∆v = f in B, (9)

and w be the solution of the homogeneous problem{∆w = 0 in B,
w = g− v on ∂B.

Thus, the solution of the Dirichlet problem (8) is given by
u = v + w.

A principal solution of (9) can be written as
v(x) = ∫

B
f(η)G(x, η)dη, x ∈ B, (10)

where G(x, η) is the free-space Green’s function for the Laplacian given by
G(x, η) = 12π log |x − η|.

To derive a numerical method based on equation (10), the interior of the disk B(0, R) is divided into a collection of annularregions. The use of quadrature rules to evaluate (10) incurs poor accuracy for the approximate solution. Moreover, thecomplexity of a quadrature method is O(N4) for a N2 net of grid points. For large problem sizes it represents prohibitivecosts in computational time. Here we expand v(·) in terms of Fourier series by deriving radius dependent Fouriercoefficients of v(·). These Fourier coefficients can be obtained by recursive relations which utilize only one-dimensionalintegrals in the radial direction. The fast algorithm is embedded in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1.
If u(r, α) is the solution of the Dirichlet problem (8) for x = reiα and

f(reiα ) = ∞∑
n=−∞ fn(r)einα ,

then the nth Fourier coefficient un(r) of u(r, ·) can be written as

un(r) = vn(r) + ( rR )|n| (gn − vn(R)), 0 < r < R,

where gn are the Fourier coefficients of g on ∂B, and

vn(r) = ∫ r

0 pn(r, ρ)dρ+ ∫ R

r
qn(r, ρ)dρ, (11)

with

pn(r, ρ) =

ρf0(ρ) log r for n = 0,
−ρ2 |n|

(
ρ
r

)|n|
fn(ρ) for n 6= 0,

and

qn(r, ρ) =

ρf0(ρ) logρ for n = 0,
−ρ2|n|

(
r
ρ

)|n|
fn(ρ) for n 6= 0. (12)
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Recursive relations of the algorithm

Despite the fact that the above theorem presents a mathematical foundation of the algorithm, an efficient implementationcan be devised by making use of recursive relations to perform the integrations in (11). Consider the disk B(0, R)discretized by N×M lattice points with N equidistant points in the angular direction and M distinct points in theradial direction. Let 0 = r1 < r2 < . . . < rM = R be the radii defined on the discretization. Theorem 4.1 leads to thefollowing corollaries:
Corollary 4.2.
It follows from (11) and (12) that vn(0) = 0 for n 6= 0.

Corollary 4.3.
Let 0 = r1 < r2 < . . . < rM = R , and

C i,j
n = ∫ rj

ri

ρ2n
(
rj
ρ

)n
fn(ρ)dρ, n < 0,

Di,j
n = −∫ rj

ri

ρ2n
(
ri
ρ

)n
fn(ρ)dρ, n > 0.

If rj > ri, we define v
−
n (r1) = 0 for n < 0,
v−n (rj ) = ( rjri

)n
v−n (ri) + C i,j

n for n < 0, (13)
and v

+
n (rM ) = 0 for n > 0,
v+
n (ri) = ( rirj

)n
v+
n (rj ) +Di,j

n for n > 0, (14)
then for i = 1, . . . ,M we have

vn(ri) = {v−n (ri) + v+
−n(ri) if n < 0,

v+
n (ri) + v−−n(ri) if n > 0. (15)

Some of the features of the algorithm

• Our fast method presented above is a hybrid method: Fourier in one direction and recursive relations in the otherdirection. This feature leads to a natural parallel algorithm with favorable complexity.
• It is important to emphasize that M distinct points r1, . . . , rM need not be equidistant. Therefore, the fast algorithmcan be applied without any difficulty on a grid.
• Complexity of the algorithm scales almost linearly with the number of discretization points in the domain.
• Values of the Fourier coefficients vn(ri) (see (15)) on any ring r = ri depend only on the values of vn(rl), rl < ri,for n < 0 and only on the values of vn(rl), rl > ri, for n > 0. Therefore, one has to compute only half the totalnumber of Fourier coefficients on rings inside and outside of the ring r = ri to evaluate the values of all Fouriercoefficients on the ring r = ri. This constitutes considerable savings on computation when the interest is in findingsolution of the problem on a ring or certain number of points on a ring. The asymptotic complexity in this caseremains the same but the value of the constant hidden in the complexity estimate will be reduced by half.
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Paralellization

The algorithm in Borges and Daripa [7] is also highly parallelizable and the implementation is virtually architecture-independent. Theoretical estimates show good parallel scalability of the algorithm and numerical results show theaccuracy of the method for problems with sharp variations on the inhomogeneous term. In [7], these have been discussedin detail and many performance results for sequential and parallel implementations have been presented.
Extension

In Badea and Daripa [3], fast algorithms developed by Daripa et. al. [7, 10, 12, 13] have been extended to a larger classof elliptic problems in a variety of domains. In particular, analysis-based fast algorithms to solve inhomogeneous ellipticequations of three different types in three different two-dimensional domains have been derived. These three differentdomains are: (i) interior of a circle, (ii) exterior of a circle, and (iii) circular annulus. Dirichlet, Neumann and mixedboundary value problems have been treated for all these cases. Three different types of problems have been consideredthere: (i) the Poisson equation, (ii) the Helmholtz equation (oscillatory case), and (iii) the Helmholtz equation (monotonecase). The Poisson equation was considered again because in [7] we had used only one type of domain, but in Badea andDaripa [3] other domain cases are also addressed. These algorithms are derived from an exact formula for the solution ofa large class of elliptic equations (where the coefficients of the equation do not depend on the polar angle when writtenin polar coordinates) based on Fourier series expansion and a one-dimensional ordinary differential equation.
4.4. Application to bio-fluid dynamics

In Daripa and Dash [11], our fast algorithm discussed in Borges and Daripa [7] has been applied to solve the problemof pulsatile blood flow in an eccentric catheterized artery. There the eccentric annular domain in which the problem ofpulsatile blood flow needs to be solved is first conformally mapped onto a concentric annular domain before our fastalgorithm for the concentric annular domain is applied. The details can be found in [11] which is also available in mypublications homepage: http://www.math.tamu.edu/∼daripa/pubs/allpubs.
5. Fast algorithms for separable elliptic equations in irregular domains

So far, we have presented our previous works on fast algorithms and their applications in two-dimensional domains withcircular boundaries. However, many domains that arise in applications are irregular. Therefore, we have developed fastalgorithms for two-dimensional irregular domains using a combination of domain embedding and our fast algorithms forregular domains such as the ones discussed above. Details on these can be found in several of our recent papers [2, 4, 5].In adapting our fast algorithm for regular domains with circular boundaries to problems in irregular domains usingdomain embedding, we make a careful decision whether disk-like domain is the best choice or not as an embeddingdomain. Of course, this depends on the shape of the boundary of the irregular domain. For example, when shape of theirregular boundary is closer to that of a circle than that of a rectangle, disk like domain is an optimal one. In this case,we make use of our fast algorithm and least squares method (distributed or boundary control) the following way to solvethe problem in an irregular domain. Figure 7 below shows an irregular domain embedded inside a disk.In the left hand side of Figure 7, the problem for the elliptic operator L in an irregular domain ω with its boundary γ isshown. The figure shows the embedding disk Ω with its circular boundary Γ. (For now, ignore the strip region between
γ and the dashed curve). The modified problem in the regular domain Ω is shown on the right hand side of the figure.In solving the modified problem, our fast algorithm has been used. Only one of the irregular domains in which we haveapplied our fast algorithms to solve the Poisson equation is shown in Figure 8. This figure shows a hexagon embeddedin the disk and the part of the grid system we need for use of our algorithm within the disk. These and more results canbe found in our publications [2, 4, 5].
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{
Lu = f in ω,
u = gγ on γ,

{
Lũ = f̃ in Ω,
ũ = hΓ on Γ.

Figure 7. Domain embedding with a strip around the interior domain

Figure 8. Illustration of grid, embedding and embedded domains

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reviewed some of our useful, accurate, parallelizable, fast algorithms for solving elliptic problems.We have also briefly presented some application areas where these algorithms have been applied in regular and irregulardomains.
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